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- The Birth Control Commission 

- 1963→ papal commission working on new statement on marriage as part of 
Vatican II 

- Conservative staff of Pope John XXM feared discussions on hierarchy’s ban on 
artificial contraception 

- Banned in 1930 in Casti Connubii 
- Contraceptive pill recently developed, talk of hierarchy sanctioning use for 

Catholic couples bc it used natural hormones 
- New theologians argued there was no good basis for ban 
- Issue tabled, separate commission established  

- Originally 6 people, expanded to 58 members including 5 married women 
and 34 laymen 

- Studied history of Catholic teachings on contraception 
- Found scientific and theological basis of ban was outdated 
- Conducted surveys among Catholic couples who used rhythm method 

- Challenged commission’s conception of role of fertility and 
contraception within marriage 

- Natural family planning actually drove couples apart, caused 
couples to become sex-obsessed 

- Method placed unnatural restrictions on spontaneous 
affection 

- Non-procreative sexual bond to marriage was important 
- Voted to recommend that Church rescind ban on artificial contraception 

- Not “intrinsically evil,” pope’s previous teaching infallible 
- ***declaring the teaching infallible is super controversial!!-- 

look further into this  
- Vatican did not want to admit wrong teaching 

- Spring 1965→ commission demoted, 15 bishops brought in to make final report 
- By the end of deliberation, bishops were swayed by the commission 
- Voted 9-3 to change teaching 
- Regulation of fertility→ responsible parenthood 
- Morality of marriage based on mutual love w/in totality of marriage 
- Dissenting members prepared minority report saying teaching could not 

change 
- If hierarchy admitted wrongdoing, authority would be questioned 

on all moral matters 
- Pope Paul VI ignored work of own commission and latched onto 

minority report 
- Because finding was not unanimous, could not be changed 

- Humanae Vitae shocked Catholics when it was finally released in 1968 



 
 
 


